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Introduction
Throughout the joint phases, U.S. Army human intelligence 
(HUMINT) collectors conduct the full spectrum of HUMINT 
operations (source operations, liaison, screening, interro-
gation, and debriefing). The information obtained during 
these operations helps set the theater, influence situational 
understanding, and enable decision making. Additionally, 
HUMINT often assists with providing the answer to the com-
mander’s “why?”

The Army conducts multidomain operations in support of 
joint forces through four strategic roles arranged by purpose:1

 Ê Shape operational environments.

 Ê Prevent conflict.

 Ê Conduct large-scale ground combat.

 Ê Consolidate gains.

To support joint operations, Army HUMINT must success-
fully align their relationship of the Army strategic roles with 
the joint phases. Army HUMINT operations can occur across 
multiple domains and in multiple theaters, spanning all phases 
of operations. When armed conflict with adversaries becomes 
unavoidable for the United States, our forces’ daily intake of 

detainees may include thousands of enemy prisoners of war, 
many of whom possess unique intelligence that only Army 
HUMINT can exploit.

HUMINT Operations across the Army Strategic 
Roles

Army HUMINT doctrine informs us how and when to em-
ploy the various HUMINT functions across the Army’s strate-
gic roles and joint phases to help provide commanders and 
staffs with detailed and current knowledge of our adversaries.

Shape Operational Environments and Prevent Conflict. 
The Army strategic roles of shape operational environments 
and prevent conflict correspond with the joint shape phase 
and deter phase.2

   Shape Phase. During the shape phase, Army HUMINT 
collectors focus primarily on overt debriefing programs, 
source operations aimed at adversary hard targets, and the 
establishment of responsive source networks in advance of 
conflict. It is important to note that most commanders have 
Army HUMINT collectors in their formations who are ca-
pable of performing advanced levels of source operations. 
Unfortunately, most tactical Army units do not have the 
requisite authorities or mission to conduct those functions 
during shaping activities. Commanders should remain aware 

Figure 1. HUMINT Level of Effort across Army Strategic Roles3
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of the HUMINT capabilities within their 
units and seek to maximize those ca-
pabilities where applicable. To fulfill 
the mission of setting the theater, 
shaping, and deterring while in a 
competitive environment and in 
advance of conflict, Army HUMINT 
collectors must be actively involved 
in identifying, engaging, and collect-
ing from HUMINT sources to prepare 
the operational environment and main-
tain HUMINT readiness.

HUMINT collectors can also perform liaison. 
Liaison with coalition forces can occur during the 
shape phase, including liaison with alliance partners (for ex-
ample, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Five Eyes, and 
other treaty partners). Shaping activities occur throughout all 
operations. HUMINT provides support to shaping activities 
with the end state of helping to set conditions for successful 
theater operations. In this phase, HUMINT helps to increase 
commanders’ situational understanding of both allies and 
adversaries in the area of responsibility, as well as the oper-
ational environment. Additionally, HUMINT supports efforts 
to gain and enhance international legitimacy and multina-
tional cooperation by developing allied and friendly military 
capabilities and improving intelligence sharing in hopes of 
mitigating crisis.4 Some of the activities HUMINT collection 
focuses on during this phase are: 

 Ê Enemy activities.
 Ê Criminal elements’ operations.
 Ê Effects on the area of operations.
 Ê Proxy actions or intent.
 Ê Strategic facilities and networks.
 Ê Unstable governments.
 Ê Allied communications limitations or military skills.

   Deter Phase. During the deter phase, 
HUMINT collectors continue to focus on 

debriefing programs and source oper-
ations. It is vital that these activities 
continue from the shape phase into 
and throughout the deter phase. 
HUMINT collectors will continue 
with many of the same tasks from 

the shape phase with adjustments 
to collection efforts based on com-

manders’ information requirements. 
HUMINT prioritizes efforts based on 

the environment changing from a stable 
(shape) environment to a potentially threat-

ening (deter) environment. As the operational 
environment evolves, the commander’s efforts shift based 
on the intelligence warfighting function efforts. Collection 
requirements may change when indications and warnings 
create decision points for commanders that push the envi-
ronment to the next phase–seize initiative.

Tailoring forces and task organization to a specific purpose 
is a crucial facet of deterrence activities. Therefore, HUMINT 
collection teams should remain flexible in meeting the com-
mander’s intent and changing their collection focus based on 
the commander’s guidance. Their overt collection operations 
may evolve to more sophisticated source operations, and 
sources may be passed between units or agencies to support 
potential offensive operations. Coordination and deconflic-
tion occur with joint and allied partners to focus on specific 
targets, as well as information sharing across the combined 
joint operating environment.

HUMINT leaders should begin to plan for any crisis that 
may involve internally displaced persons or enemy prison-
ers of war. The Army has refocused on conflict in large-scale 
combat operations with peer and near-peer threats. To pre-
pare, HUMINT Soldiers must plan for large-scale screening 
and interrogation operations during both the seize initiative 

Figure 2. Enemy Prisoners of War/Internally Displaced Persons Historical Capture and Detention Rates6
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phase and the dominate phase in order to support the com-
mander’s decision making. An increased focus on liaison 
between friendly forces is necessary for the sharing and co-
ordination of information and sources. Army HUMINT will 
identify pockets of instability within local ethnicities, tribes, 
religions, and people groups to provide early warning of a 
civil or military-civilian incident. In doing so, Army HUMINT 
will identify the concerns of the various factions of the pop-
ulace, allowing opportunities to assist local governance and 
bolster citizens’ confidence in their government.

Conduct Large-Scale Ground 
Combat

The Army strategic role of con-
duct large-scale ground combat 
relates to the joint seize ini-
tiative phase and the dom-
inate phase.7

   Seize Initiative Phase. 
During the seize initiative 
phase, HUMINT collectors 
conduct screening oper-
ations to identify defec-
tors, internally displaced 
persons, and enemy pris-
oners of war, as well as to 
identify personnel who may 
be able to provide information in 
response to information collection 
requirements. Screening may occur 
at or near the line of departure, detainee 
holding areas, urban population centers where 
internally displaced persons/refugees tend to migrate, or in-
ternally displaced persons/refugee camps. The most relevant 
information is likely to come from the interrogations of en-
emy prisoners of war and debriefings of internally displaced 
persons because of the rapid expiration of valid information 
in a dynamic operational environment. Source operations 
may continue, but the speed and nature of operations within 
the seize initiative phase do not create a permissive environ-
ment conducive to sophisticated full-cycle source operations. 
HUMINT collection will focus on the collection of information 
pertaining to enemy dispositions, intentions, plans, order of 
battle, enemy courses of action and intent, capabilities, and 
morale, as well as assisting in battlefield damage assessment.

HUMINT enables a commander’s information advantage 
during the seize initiative phase; the more rapidly and thor-
oughly HUMINT collectors can screen and interrogate enemy 
prisoners of war, the better enabled commanders will be to 
seize and maintain the initiative. It is essential to drive focused 
collection with a forward-thinking collection management 

plan that provides time for planning HUMINT operations and 
is analyzed and disseminated no later than the combined 
arms rehearsal. Focused collection driven by collection tasks 
guidance gives commanders the best operational picture and 
helps fires support combat operations through the targeting 
of the high-priority target list. Units must plan for detainee 
operations in coordination with the unit provost marshal and 
higher headquarters to ensure support for such operations. 

During the seize initiative phase, commanders 
must consider committing large amounts 

of combat power to detainee-handling 
tasks. With proper placement of 

HUMINT collection teams for-
ward toward the forward line of 

troops, screening operations 
can assist with transferring 
detainees to detainee col-
lection points or detainee 
holding areas. Collectors 
conducting interrogations 
in consolidation areas will 
benefit from HUMINT col-
lection teams properly 
screening detainees at or 

near point of capture. The 
expedient interrogation of 

detainees can provide com-
manders with timely, relevant, 

accurate, predictable, and tailored 
information.

   Dominate Phase. During the dominate 
phase, Army HUMINT’s primary focus is inter-

rogating, screening, and debriefing. Brigade-assigned 
HUMINT collection teams will continue to focus on battlefield 
interrogations in support of maneuver elements, while ex-
peditionary-military intelligence brigade HUMINT collection 
teams and U.S. Army Reserve HUMINT capabilities will fo-
cus on division and higher requirements. When established 
within a joint area of operations, the joint interrogation and 
debriefing center (JIDC) is the theater-level interrogation effort.

The JIDC conducts intelligence interrogation and debriefing 
collection operations to support contingency and combat 
operations in the joint operations area. Typically, it is ad-
ministratively and operationally self-sufficient and operates 
within a theater or strategic detention facility. The military 
intelligence battalion (interrogation) command, staff, person-
nel, and equipment form the primary operational capability 
of the JIDC.

Capture rates and availability of interrogator-certified per-
sonnel play a large part in how many detainees can yield 
intelligence value within a set timeframe. Time is HUMINT’s 
most critical asset. The longer enemy prisoners of war are in 
custody, the less valuable their information is. It is crucial that 

Operation Red Dawn: Premier Interrogation Capability

After coalition forces invaded Iraq in March 2003, toppling 
its government, the United States military launched an in-

tensive manhunt for the deposed dictator, Saddam Hussein, 
who had escaped Baghdad when the capital fell. During 
Operation Red Dawn, U.S. troops extracted Hussein from a 

hole in the ground in Tikrit. Months of meticulous intelligence 
gathering through interrogations by United States Army SSG 
Eric Maddox played a pivotal role in the operation—con-

sidered the biggest triumph of the Iraq War—with no trigger 
pulling or drone strikes.8
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the interrogation of enemy prisoners of war occur as soon 
as possible after their capture. That is why HUMINT collec-
tion teams on the forward line of troops are so beneficial to 
satisfying priority intelligence requirements. The exception 
is enemy prisoners of war who many have knowledge of 
strategic significance, such as campaign planning; these in-
dividuals should be sent to higher-echelon facilities, in rear 
areas, for more in-depth interrogation.

Commanders and staff must anticipate and plan for po-
tentially high rates of capture, especially during the domi-
nate phase. If coalition forces are breaking the enemy’s will 
to resist, mass surrenders on the battlefield can complicate 
and tax the maneuver element, as well as the brigade’s en-
ablers charged with removing potential detainees from the 
battlefield. Screening operations, tactical questioning, and 
interrogations can all be negatively affected when a unit is 
inundated with a high number of detainees during a mass 
surrender.

The collection manager is vital throughout all planning and 
specifically for interrogation operations. HUMINT must an-
ticipate and leverage collection managers to plan for mass 
surrenders during large-scale combat operations at all ech-
elons. If we know the threat characteristics, including the 
threat structure for a unit, we can anticipate whom we will 
face, including their reserve and adjacent units, which will 
provide our forces with tactical advantage. Through source 
operations and battlefield interrogations as well as interro-
gations within detainee holding areas, Army HUMINT can 
help identify enemy intentions, tactics, and techniques. It 
can also help identify the potential for the enemy to attempt 
to slow our tempo with a variety of obstacles such as chem-
ical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or high-yield explosive 
(CBRNE) threats, criminal elements/proxies, or special forces 
personnel to impede our logistical lines.

During the dominate phase, HUMINT must position for-
ward and coordinate with maneuver elements to conduct 
intelligence interrogations of detainees with time-sensitive 

information at or near the point of capture. When units afford 
HUMINT the ability to interrogate as close to the point of cap-
ture as possible—rather than waiting to interrogate in rear 
areas—HUMINT enables commanders to rapidly converge 
effects. Given a robust communications suite and a tacti-
cal vehicle with appropriate armament, HUMINT can push 
forward at or near the point of capture to interrogate and 
exploit potential time-sensitive information and documents 
enabling friendly forces to dominate the enemy.

Additionally, HUMINT can provide input to battle damage 
assessments, which are critical in the dominate phase. Battle 
damage assessments help the commander see better through 
the fog of war.

Consolidate Gains
The Army strategic role of consolidate gains includes the 

joint stabilize phase and the joint enable civil authority phase.9

   Stabilize Phase. During the stabilize phase, military units 
performing stability tasks operate in a complex environment 
with and among many actors. Much like the other phases, 
stabilize provides a constant “ebb and flow” of challenges 
for military commanders. Although there may be a fleeting 
elation within the local populace following the end of major 
combat operations, the complex nature of stability opera-
tions tends to overwhelm a military commander with mul-
tiple problems all at once. ATP 3-07.5, Stability Techniques, 
discusses the need to secure the peace, empower the host 
nation’s intelligence and security apparatus, secure borders, 
and protect key personnel and facilities following combat 
operations.10 These crucial actions are all in line with the 
principles of stability:11

 Ê Conflict transformation.

 Ê Unity of effort and unity of purpose.

 Ê Legitimacy and host-nation ownership.

 Ê Building partner capacity.

 Ê Rule of law.

A military police Soldier demonstrates a body search on a detainee as part of detainee operations training at the Joint Multinational Readiness Center, Hohenfels, Germany.
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To execute the tasks in the stabilize phase, a robust intelli-
gence effort and partner information sharing are necessary. 
With freedom of movement and HUMINT-specific collection 
emphasis, Army HUMINT will excel in this phase to provide 
commanders unique intelligence information that is other-
wise unavailable. Army HUMINT will partner with the host 
nation to conduct necessary interrogations of persons held 
in foreign custody. This assists in transforming conflict and 
legitimizing host-nation security forces. Having the proper 
authorities and agreements with the host nation will allow 
HUMINT, through source operations, to assist in targeting 
bad actors that may be undermining host-nation and U.S. 
stabilization efforts. HUMINT can and should work closely 
with special operations forces to identify points of friction 
with the host nation, partner forces, and local populace that 
may hinder stabilization efforts. It is vital that Army HUMINT 
work closely with security forces to identify threats during 
this phase.

   Enable Civil Authority Phase. During the enable civil au-
thority phase, Army HUMINT collectors will focus on overt 
debriefings, source operations, liaison, and ongoing theater 
interrogations to continue gathering information of intelli-
gence value. This focus will assist civil authority to regain its 
ability to govern and administer the services and other needs 
of the population. For commanders to reach their military 
end state, legitimate civil authority must be established to 
the point where further outside military intervention is un-
necessary. Once we transfer responsibility for political and 
military affairs to the host nation, Army HUMINT collectors 
may still conduct operations while the host nation’s national 
army, police, and other security forces are established.

Conclusion
Army HUMINT can provide commanders with critical and 

unique intelligence throughout all phases of joint operations. 
Army HUMINT conducts full-spectrum HUMINT operations 
to set the theater, shape the commander’s understanding, 
and enable the commander’s decision making. Army HUMINT 
can play a vital role to inform leaders at all levels of the Army 
and Department of Defense; Army HUMINT can be uniquely 
suited to gather information otherwise unavailable to com-
manders. Army HUMINT must provide effective support across 
the range of military operations to the Army as a discipline 
of the intelligence warfighting function in order to achieve 
our national objectives.
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